
 
 

 

 

SoundOff Signal is a Hudsonville, Michigan-
based manufacturer of LED lighting, control 
systems and sirens for emergency, amber 
and off-road vehicles. 

ABOUT US

Scan to shop product 
today or talk to a sales
rep in your area.

Toll free 800.338.7337
Direct 616.896.7100

Fax 616.896.1226

PO Box 206
Hudsonville, MI 49426

soundoffsignal.com/FireEMS 

@soundoff.signal
@soundoffsignal
SoundOff Signal

Contact Us

For every pivotal moment, 
SoundOff Signal is on the 
scene—clearing the way for 
the trained professionals 
keeping our communities 
safe. In these make-or-break 
moments, we deliver when 
it matters most.

We deliver when
it matters most

When it
matters
most
Innovative light and control 
systems that stand up to heat, 
force and pressure.

Global leader for 30 years

Patent-protected products 
and technology

Hard-working and helpful 
Michigan-based customer 
service

Industry-best lead times
Known for innovative products, superior 
customer relationships and unmatched lead 
times, we are proud to improve vehicle visibility 
and communication when needed the most. 



high dome low dome

1x1 single stack

1x1 dual stack

2x2 single stack

2x2 dual stack

We don’t fight fires and save lives, but 
we’re proud to serve those who do.

We deliver solutions that create 
safer working environments.

mpower® products are 
innovative, durable and 
easy to mount nearly 
anywhere. Best of all, 
these lights withstand 
all elements.

Durable, optical-grade silicone lens
Available as: warning, stop/tail, turn, backup and 
backup with warning
Available LED colors: single, dual and tricolor
Mounts: Stud, quick and screw

6x4 P | 7x3 P  (9x7 P Coming Soon)

Available as: warning, stop/tail, turn, backup 
and backup with warning
Available lens colors: clear, red, blue, green 
and amber
Mounts: Stud and screw

mpower® 6x4

Extremely compact, allowing 
for endless mounting options, 
this durable silicone lens 
provides resistance to cracking, 
water build up and yellowing 
over time. 

This innovative, silicone 
lens is extremely functional 
and customizable for use 
as stop/tail, turn, warning, 
backup and backup 
with warning.

mpower® 6x4

Providing powerful lighting 
output with a patented, 
optic-grade silicone lens to 
stand up to the demands of 
first responder vehicles.

mpower® 7x3mpower® Fascia

With over 50 flash patterns, 
five outer lens colors and 
multiple lengths and sizes, 
this lightbar can do it all. 

nFUSE® Lightbar

Multiple configurations and 
360 degrees of intense 
lighting coverage, this beacon 
has what it takes to keep first 
responders safe and to get 
the job done. 

nROADS® Beacons

mpower® 6x4 and mpower® 7x3

Durable, optical-grade silicone lens
Available as: 3 inch, 4 inch and 4x2 inch 
Available LED colors: single, dual and 
tricolor
Mounts: Stud, quick and screw

mpower® Fascia Lights

mpower® Arrow 
System
Reduce install time 
with 3-wire technology

Variety of options to meet your 
vehicles’ needs and stand up to all 
elements
Available as: single, double, triple 
or quad modules
Finish Options: black industrial 
powder coat and chrome plate
15-degree tilt available for mpower® 
7x3 and 7x3 P double bezels

Heavy-Duty Metal Bezels 

P-Series

Available as: low dome with 4 modules 
and high dome with 8 modules

Available LED colors: single, dual and tricolor 
Available lens colors: clear and amber

Flash patterns: over 40 available

nROADS™ Beacon

nFORCE® nxt  Lightbar
Perfect blend of SoundOff Signal 

technology, dependability and versatility

FR100 Series Siren (Coming Soon)

Compact, easy to operate full function siren
Available as: 200 watt

nFUSE® Lightbar

Available as: 36 to 72 inches in length, 
single and double stacked modules

Available LED colors: single and dual 
Available lens colors: clear, tinted, 

amber, red and blue
Flash patterns: over 50 available

nFUSE® Exterior Full Size Lightbar

The power of a lightbar in the footprint of a beacon
Available as: 1x1 single and dual stacked or 2x2 

single and dual stacked
Available LED colors: single, dual and tricolor 

Lens: durable, optical-grade silicone
Flash patterns: over 10 available

mpower® Grid Light

Available as: 3- and 4-module bracket and a non-bracket option 
Available LED colors: single, dual and tricolor
Functionality mimics the rear of a lightbar

6x4 P

3 inch

4x2 inch

7x3 P

 mpower® 6x4
 mpower® 7x3

4 inch

Flash patterns: over 100 available

Available as: 24 to 72 inches in length

Available LED colors: single, dual and tricolor

Available lens colors: clear, tinted, amber, red and blue

nFUSE® xl Lightbar (Coming Soon)

nFUSE® Exterior Full Size Lightbar
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